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ABSTRACT

Introduction: The aim of this study was to
describe the real-word treatment and associated
healthcare resource use (HCRU) of multiple
sclerosis (MS) patients, as stratified by different
MS subtypes.
Methods: All patients with MS continuously
insured by two German statutory healthcare

insurance funds from 2011 to 2015 were enrol-
led. These patients were categorized into four
subgroups according to their MS type as follows:
clinically isolated syndrome (CIS); relapsing
remittent MS (RRMS); primary progressive MS
(PPMS); and secondary progressive MS (SPMS).
Sociodemographic characteristics, treatments,
and HCRU for 2015 were analyzed. Treatment
cascades for treatment-naı̈ve patients were also
determined.
Results: A total of 13,333 patients with MS
were identified. The largest proportion of
patients had RRMS (41.9%), followed by PPMS
(17.1%). Mean age of the enrolled patients was
50.2 years, and 70.7% were female. Among all
patients, 38.3% of those with CIS, 22.4% with
PPMS, 69.6% with RRMS, and 33.9% with SPMS
received a prescription of a disease-modifying
immunomodulatory agent, with interferon
beta-1a being the most frequently prescribed
agent. Likewise, 14.5, 18.5, 19.9, and 21.5% of
patients with CIS, PPMS, RRMS, and SPMS,
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respectively, received a flare-up treatment with
glucocorticoids. MS-associated overall costs,
including indirect costs for MS-associated days
absent from work, were € 16,433, with costs
related to MS medication (€ 8770; 53.4%) being
the main driver of costs in all subgroups. MS-
associated costs according to MS subtypes were
€ 12,427 for CIS patients, € 14,459 for PPMS
patients, € 20,583 for RRMS patients, and €
17,554 for SPMS patients.
Conclusion: Among the four MS subtypes,
RRMS patients most often received a disease-
modifying immunomodulatory treatment.
Consequently, healthcare costs were highest for
patients with this MS subtype. Contrary to the
treatment guideline, a substantial percentage of
patients with CIS, RRMS, and SPMS did not
receive any disease-modifying immunomodu-
latory treatment.

Keywords: Claims data; Costs; Germany;
HCRU; Multiple sclerosis; Real-world treatment

Key Summary Points

Why carry out this study?

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic and
progressive autoimmune disease of the
central nervous system, the prevalence of
which is increasing in Germany.

Although disease severity is known to be a
cost driver, far less is known about
whether healthcare resource use (HCRU)
and costs are similar among MS subtypes
or whether specific MS subtypes are
associated with substantially higher
HCRU/costs.

The aim of this study was to identify real-
world treatment patterns, patient
characteristics, MS-related HCRU, and
direct/indirect costs of patients diagnosed
with unselected clinically isolated
syndrome (CIS), relapsing remittent MS
(RRMS), primary progressive MS (PPMS),
or secondary progressive MS (SPMS) and
treated in Germany.

What was learned from the study?

Of all enrolled patients, 41.9% had from
RRMS, 17.1% had PPMS, 15.6% had SPMS,
and 10.6% had CIS.

RRMS patients experienced the highest
drug prescription quotas and,
consequently, healthcare costs were
highest for patients with this MS subtype.

The general rates of MS patients not
receiving any disease-modifying
immunomodulatory agent or any
glucocorticoid treatment were high.

INTRODUCTION

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a chronic and pro-
gressive autoimmune disease of the central
nervous system [1, 2]. Data from 2009 and 2010
shows that there are approximately
143,000–200,000 patients with MS in Germany,
with a trend towards an increasing prevalence
[3, 4].

MS patients suffer from diverse symptoms,
such as spasms, ataxia, fatigue, bladder dys-
function, sexual dysfunction, depression, pain,
paresis, sensory deficits, visual impairment, and
intestinal disorders [2, 5–7]. With the appear-
ance of the first symptoms, the typical initial
diagnosis of physicians is clinically isolated
syndrome (CIS), which indicates the possibility
of MS disease course. After confirmation of an
MS diagnosis, the most commonly diagnosed
type of MS is relapsing–remitting MS (RRMS),
which presents with an unpredictable course of
relapses followed by a period of remission and
recovery [2, 5, 6]. When an initial relaps-
ing–remitting phase is followed by a progressive
phase, the MS is classified as secondary pro-
gressive MS (SPMS). The proportion of patients
with RRMS who develop SPMS increases with
longer disease duration, and the majority of
RRMS patients (up to 90% after 20–25 years)
ultimately develop SPMS [3, 4, 8, 9]. It has been
reported that about 10–15% of patients suffer
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from primary progressive MS (PPMS), which is
the fourth subtype of MS and characterized by
continuous clinical disability progression with-
out remissions [3, 4, 8, 9].

Current treatment guidelines recommend
long-term disease-modifying immunomodula-
tory treatment for patients with CIS, RRMS, and
SPMS and additional short-term treatment
when flare-ups occur in patients with those
disease subtypes [2, 5, 6]. MS symptoms should
be treated with appropriate medicinal/non-
medicinal therapies. To date, there is only one
(recently) approved and recommended
immunomodulatory treatment available for
PPMS [10, 11]. Beyond that, patients should
receive symptomatic treatment in the manner
of best supportive care (BSC) [2, 5, 6].

Previous publications have reported sub-
stantial total annual MS-associated healthcare
costs in Europe of € 22,600–62,700 per person
per year [12–21] and in the US population of up
to $18,829–26,520 [7, 22, 23]. While disease
severity is known to be a driver of cost, far less is
known about whether healthcare resource use
(HCRU) and costs are similar among treatments
for the different MS subtypes or whether specific
subtypes are associated with substantially
higher HCRU/costs. In an attempt to clarify this
uncertainty, we initiated a study aimed at
identifying real-world treatment patterns,
patient characteristics, MS-related HCRU, and
direct/indirect costs of patients diagnosed with
unselected CIS, RRMS, SPMS, or PPMS and
treated in Germany.

METHODS

Data Source and Patient Samples

A retrospective cohort analysis was carried out
based on anonymized claims data provided by
two German statutory public healthcare insur-
ance funds that represent approximately 10% of
the statutorily insured German population
(AOK PLUS: 3.2 million insured persons; AOK
Baden-Wuerttemberg: 3.9 million insured per-
sons). This large sample size was assumed to
have achieved representativity of the MS
population.

This was a non-interventional, retrospective
study analyzing anonymized data and, conse-
quently, ethical approval and informed consent
from patients were not required in accordance
with German law and the policy of the institu-
tions conducting the analysis (Institute for Phar-
macoeconomics and Medication Logistics [IPAM],
AOK PLUS, and AOK Baden-Württemberg). How-
ever, the study was evaluated by a scientific steer-
ing committee to which all the authors belonged
and was based on a pre-defined study protocol to
which all members of the steering committee
consented. The analysis included all continuously
insured persons with at least one diagnosis of MS
(ICD-10 code: G35.-; https://www.who.int/
classifications/icd/icdonlineversions/en/) from 01
January 2011 until the end of data availability (31
December 2015) or time of death.

A patient was defined as MS-prevalent if at
least two outpatient diagnoses of MS (ICD-10
code: G35.-) were documented by a neurologist
in two separate quarters of 1 year and/or if at
least one inpatient MS diagnosis was docu-
mented in the database. In addition, five patient
subgroups according to the diagnosed MS sub-
type (unspecified MS being the fifth type) were
identified (Table 1), whereby a patient could be
assigned to more than one group, taking into
account that a change in specific subtype over
time is clinically plausible.

MS-incident patients as a subsample of the MS-
prevalent patients defined in preceding text were
defined as having received two outpatient MS
diagnoses in two different quarters of 1 year by a
neurologist and one inpatient MS diagnosis
between 01 January 2012 and 31 December 2015
without any previous diagnosis of MS in a pre-
index period of at least 12 months. These persons
were considered to be treatment-naı̈ve MS-inci-
dent patients if they received at least one pre-
scription of an MS agent after their incident MS
diagnosis between 01 January 2012 and 31
December 2013 without having received any such
prescription in a pre-index period (12 months).

Observational Periods

Analyses of the treatment, HCRU, and costs
were carried out for all MS-prevalent patients
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Table 1 Sample definition of patients with multiple sclerosis enrolled in the study

MS patient
categories and
subtypes

Inclusion criteria Start of observation
(index date)

End of
observation

MS-prevalent

patients

At least two outpatient MS diagnoses (ICD-10

G35.-) documented by a neurologist in two

different quarters of 1 year and/or at least one

inpatient MS diagnosis (ICD-10 G35.-) between

01 January 2011 and 31 December 2015

First documented MS

diagnosis

End of 2015 or

death

MS-incident

patients

At least two outpatient MS diagnoses (ICD-10

G35.-) documented by a neurologist in two

different quarters of 1 year and/or at least one

inpatient MS diagnosis (ICD-10 G35.-) between

01 January 2012 and 31 December 2015 without

any previous MS diagnosis (minimum pre-index

period of 12 months)

First documented MS

diagnosis

End of 2015 or

death

Therapy-naı̈ve

MS-incident

patients

After incident MS diagnosis, at least one

prescription of an agent of interest (disease-

modifying immunomodulatory agent) between

01 January 2012 and 31 December 2013 and no

previous prescription of these agents (minimum

pre-index period of 12 months)

First prescription of a

disease-modifying

immunomodulatory

agent

End of 2015 or

death

PPMS patients At least two outpatient PPMS diagnoses (ICD-10

G35.2) documented by a neurologist in two

different quarters of 1 year and/or at least one

inpatient PPMS diagnosis (ICD-10 G35.2)

between 01 January 2011 and 31 December

2015

First documented MS

diagnosis

End of 2015 or

death

SPMS patients At least two outpatient SPMS diagnoses (ICD-10

G35.3) documented by a neurologist in two

different quarters of 1 year and/or at least one

inpatient SPMS diagnosis (ICD-10 G35.3) and

no PPMS (G35.2) diagnosis between 01 January

2011 and 31 December 2015

First documented SPMS

diagnosis

End of 2015 or

death

RRMS patients At least two outpatient RRMS diagnoses (ICD-10

G35.1) documented by a neurologist in two

different quarters of 1 year and/or at least one

inpatient RRMS diagnosis (ICD-10 G35.1) and

no PPMS (G35.2) or SPMS diagnosis (G35.3)

between 01 January 2011 and 31 December

2015

First documented RRMS

diagnosis

End of 2015 or

SPMS diagnosis or

death
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using data for 2015. Only MS-prevalent patients
still alive on 01 January 2015 were included in
this analysis. If a patient had been diagnosed
with MS later than this date, the period between
the date of that initial diagnosis up to the end of
2015 (or death, whatever came first) was taken
as the time period for the analysis.

In a separate analysis of therapy cascades
(longitudinal analysis), all incident and ther-
apy-naı̈ve patients were observed for at least
24 months from the date of their first respective
prescription, with death before the end of this
period being the only exception to the rule.

Outcomes

Patient characteristics of MS-prevalent patients
were described as of the 01 January 2015 time
point, and those for MS-incident/newly-treated
patients were described as of the date of their first
diagnosis/first prescription of an MS-related agent.
In addition to the main characteristics of age,
gender, and comorbidity status (based on the
Charlson Comorbidity Index; see Electronic Sup-
plementary Material [ESM] file 1), we evaluated the

number of visits to a general practitioner (GP), the
number of visits to a specialist, and the number of
hospitalizations in the12-monthpre-indexperiod.

As a general principle, all outcomes related
to treatment, HRCU, and related costs were
calculated per observed patient year (PY), with
the exception of the percentage of patients who
received at least one prescription of specific
disease-modifying and/or flare-up treatments in
2015. For patients who received at least one
prescription of a respective agent in 2015, the
prescribed dosage of that therapy per observed
PY, expressed in defined daily dosages (DDD)
per PY, was reported [24, 25]. A total of 13 dif-
ferent disease-modifying immunomodula-
tory agent groups1 and two flare-up

Table 1 continued

MS patient
categories and
subtypes

Inclusion criteria Start of observation
(index date)

End of
observation

CIS patients At least two outpatient CIS diagnoses (ICD-10

G35.0) documented by a neurologist in two

different quarters of 1 year and/or at least one

inpatient CIS diagnosis (ICD-10 G35.0)

between 01 January 2011 and 31 December

2015 and no PPMS (G35.2), SPMS (G35.3) or

RRMS (G35.1) diagnosis between 01 January

2011 and 31 December 2015

First documented CIS

diagnosis

End of 2015 or

SPMS or RRMS

diagnosis or death

MS Multiple sclerosis, PPMS primary progressive MS, SPMS secondary progressive MS, RRMS relapsing–remitting MS,
CIS clinically isolated syndrome, ICD International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems by the
World Health Organization
This table shows the criteria used to identify patients that belong to the corresponding MS subtypes. A patient could be assigned
to different MS subtypes during the observation time. Reassignment was allowed from MS subtypes of lower severity to those of
higher severity, starting with the lowest severity (CIS) and progressing, in order of increasing severity, to RRMS, SPMS, and
PPMS. Reassignment was ‘‘prohibited’’ for reassignment to MS subtypes of reduced severity; thus, patients remained assigned to a
more severe subtype even if, after such a diagnosis, a less severe MS subtype was diagnosed. Patients that fulfilled the criteria for
PPMS at any given time were considered to be PPMS patients for the whole observational period

1 Interferon beta-1a (ATC code: L03AB07), interferon
beta-1b (ATC code: L03AB08), glatiramer acetate (ATC
code: L03AX13), peginterfon beta-1a (ATC code:
L03AB13), dimethyl fumarate (ATC code: N07XX09),
teriflunomide (ATC code: L04AA31), fingolimod (ATC
code: L04AA27), natalizumab (ATC code: L04AA23),
alemtuzumab (ATC codes: L01XC04, L04AA34), ofatu-
mumab (ATC code: L01XC10), rituximab (ATC code:
L01XC02), mitoxantrone (ATC code: L01DB07), azathio-
prine (ATC code: L04AX01).
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treatments2 were considered in the analysis of
MS-related treatments.

The items assessed in the HCRU analysis
were: prescriptions of MS therapy as defined
above; number of visits as outpatient to the GP
and neurologist (with MS diagnosis); inpatient
stays in acute and rehabilitation care (with MS
being the main diagnosis); MS-associated pre-
scriptions of medical device; and days absent
from work due to MS. The treatment of MS
patients with respect to the following pre-se-
lected MS-associated symptoms was also inclu-
ded in the HCRU analysis: spasms, ataxia,
fatigue, bladder problems, sexual dysfunction,
depression, pain, and bowel problems. These
HCRU items had been identified in the respec-
tive treatment guidelines [2, 5, 6] and subse-
quently discussed and defined in clinical expert
workshops (ESM file 2).

Direct and indirect healthcare costs were also
calculated. Direct costs included the costs of
drug and medical device prescriptions, which
were based on list prices; the costs for inpatient
stays, which were based on the DRG (diagnosis-
related group)-based reimbursement of the
specific stays; and the costs for outpatient
treatment by GPs and neurologists, which were
based on the sum of documented treatment
costs. Indirect costs were calculated by multi-
plying the number of days of absence from work
due to sickness absence by € 193, the mean daily
salary of a working person in Germany in 2015
[26].

For the analysis of treatment cascades, the
percentage of MS-incident patients who
received a first disease-modifying
immunomodulatory agent, an additional sec-
ond-agent, and third-agent treatment was
assessed. Respective agents for these therapy
lines were also reported. Using Kaplan–Meier
analysis covering a follow-up period of at least
24 months, we assessed time until discontinua-
tion (gap [90 days of coverage taking stock-
piles into consideration) or change to another
therapy, censoring for death and end of obser-
vation during the follow-up period.

No group comparisons were made, as our
analysis was descriptive in nature. All evalua-
tions were executed with Microsoft SQL Server
2008 and Microsoft Excel 2016 (Microsoft
Corp., Redmond, WA, USA). All other statistical
analyses were performed with STATA version
13.1 (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).

RESULTS

Identified MS Patient Populations

The search of the databases of the two German
public healthcare insurance funds identified
13,133 MS-prevalent patients alive on 01 Jan-
uary 2015 (Table 2). Of these, 1398 patients had
been diagnosed with CIS, 5498 with RRMS,
2247 with PPMS, and 2042 with SPMS. A large
number of patients (n = 2203) could not be
assigned to a specific subgroup because they did
not satisfy the sample criteria; these patients
remained in the MS-prevalent sample but were
not included in the subgroup-specific analysis.
Within the MS-prevalent subgroup, 255
patients were diagnosed with more than one
subtype during the observational period.
Patients with SPMS or PPMS (median age of 57
and 59 years, respectively) were substantially
older than those with CIS or RRMS (median age
of 39 and 45 years, respectively). This difference
in age between subgroups corresponded with a
higher comorbidity score and a higher number
of hospitalizations in the pre-index period,
whereas the number of outpatient physician
visits was similar across the subgroups. The
proportion of female patients was considerably
lower in the PPMS group than in the other
subgroups (64.1 vs. 70.6–73.1%; Table 2).

For the inclusion period from 01 January
2012 to 31 December 2015, we identified 8026
patients without any previous MS diagnosis in a
12-month pre-index period. Of these, 1750
patients started a disease-modifying treatment
between 01 January 2012 and 31 December
2013. The characteristics of MS-incident
patients were similar to those in the MS-preva-
lent sample. However, newly-treated MS-inci-
dent patients were characterized by a younger
age and a higher rate of outpatient GP/

2 Methylprednisolone (ATC codes: H02AB04,
H02AB54), other glucocorticoids (ATC codes: H02,
except methylprednisolone).
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neurologist and inpatient visits in the pre-index
period (Table 2).

Drug Treatment of MS-Prevalent Patients
in 2015

Among the agents for disease-modifying MS
therapy, the most frequently prescribed agents
for all MS-prevalent patients were interferon
beta-1a (11.3% of patients with at least one pre-
scription), glatiramer acetate (8.2%), dimethyl
fumarate (7.9%), and methylprednisolone
(8.1%) or other glucocorticoids (12.2%) for the
treatment of MS flare-up events (Fig. 1). RRMS

patients generally had the highest prescription
quotas of disease-modifying drugs, whereas pre-
scription quotas were lowest for MS patients with
the PPMS and SPMS subtypes. Among all sub-
types, 61.7% of CIS patients, 77.6% of PPMS
patients, 30.4% of RRMS patients, and 66.1% of
SPMS patients did not receive any prescription of
a disease-modifying immunomodulatory agent,
and 85.5% of CIS patients, 81.5% of PPMS
patients, 80.1% of RRMS patients, and 78.5% of
SPMS patients did not receive any flare-up
treatment with observed glucocorticoids.

With two exceptions (peginterferon beta-1a
at an exceptionally high prescribed dosage, and

Table 2 Baseline characteristics of all patients with multiple sclerosis included in the study and according to subgroup

Characteristics MS-
prevalent
patients

CIS
patients

RRMS
patients

PPMS
patients

SPMS
patients

Incident-
MS
patients

Newly-treated,
MS-incident
patients

N 13,133 1398 5498 2247 2042 8026 1750

Mean length of follow-up,

days (median | SD)

339.1 (365

| 73.7)

314.8

(365 |

96.8)

345.5

(365 |

62.1)

329.9

(365 |

85.9)

350.6

(365 |

56.5)

733.9

(715 |

423.7)

990.9 (1011 |

288.2)

Mean age, yearsa (median |

SD)

50.2 (50 |

15.1)

40.0 (39 |

13.8)

44.6 (45 |

12.8)

58.9 (59 |

13.0)

57.7 (57 |

12.2)

48.4 (48 |

16.1)

42.5 (43 | 12.9)

Female gender, n (%) 9278

(70.7%)

989

(70.7%)

4018

(73.1%)

1440

(64.1%)

1441

(70.6%)

5606

(69.8%)

1255 (71.7%)

Mean CCI (median | SD) 2.6 (2 |

2.8)

1.6 (1 |

2.3)

2.2 (1 |

2.6)

3.5 (3 |

2.9)

3.4 (3 |

2.8)

3.0 (2 |

3.1)

2.8 (2 | 2.9)

Mean number of GP visitsb

per PY (median | SD)c
15.0 (14 |

7.8)

12.6 (12 |

7.6)

15.5 (15 |

8.1)

15.2 (14 |

7.6)

15.5 (15 |

7.3)

17.6 (16 |

9.3)

18.6 (17 | 9.1)

Mean number of

neurologist visits per PYc

(median | SD)

1.3 (0 |

1.7)

0.6 (0 |

1.2)

1.7 (1 |

1.8)

1.3 (0 |

1.8)

1.4 (0 |

1.8)

0.9 (0 |

1.4)

1.3 (1 | 1.6)

Mean number of

hospitalizations per PY

(median | SD)c

0.8 (0 |

1.4)

0.6 (0 |

1.0)

0.6 (0 |

1.3)

1.3 (1 |

1.8)

1.0 (0 |

1.6)

1.2 (1 |

1.2)

1.2 (0 | 1.0)

SD Standard deviation, CCI Charlson Comorbidity Index, GP general practitioner, PY person year
a Age is calculated as of the index date (01 January 2015 for the prevalent sample and respective subsample in terms of the
different MS subtypes or date of first diagnosis/first prescription for incident/newly-treated patients)
b All GP visits
c Number of GP visits/neurologist visits per PY and inpatient hospitalizations per PY were calculated based a 12-month
pre-index period
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azathioprine at an exceptionally low dosage),
prescribed dosages per PY among patients
receiving the respective treatments were very
similar between MS subtypes as well as between
different agents, ranging from 254.8 to 350.6
prescribed DDDs per PY. Among MS flare-up
glucocorticoid treatments, dosages differed
between MS subtypes, with the highest
observed dosages for other glucocorticoids
being observed in SPMS patients (up to 485.7
DDDs per PY, which is equal to about 10 mg of
prednisolone on average per observed patient
day).

Pharmacological treatment of the MS symp-
toms (BSC) was mostly observed in patients
with SPMS and PPMS (see ESM file 5). In par-
ticular, agents to treat or ease spasticity, pain, or
depression were prescribed more often for
patients with these subtypes of MS (between
approx. 30 and 50% of the patients with at least
one prescription of a respective agent in 2015)
than for those with RRMS.

Disease-Modifying Immunomodulatory
Agent Treatment Cascades of MS-Incident,
Newly-Treated Patients

Among treatment-naı̈ve MS-incident patients,
treatment cascades since first prescription of the
respective agent for a mean follow-up period of
990.9 days were observed (Table 2). The most
commonly prescribed agents for disease-modi-
fying therapy were interferon beta-1a (40.6% of
patients) and glatiramer acetate (26.9% of
patients). In total, 599 patients (34.2%) received
a second agent during the follow-up period, and
93 patients (5.3%) received a third agent. The
most commonly prescribed agent as second-line
therapy was dimethyl fumarate, with 33.9% of
patients receiving a second-agent as therapy
received this drug. For third-line therapy,
dimethyl fumarate and glatiramer acetate (20.4/
20.4%) were the most commonly prescribed
agents (see ESM file 4).

A complete treatment cascade of patients
who were initially treated with interferon beta-
1a is described in Fig. 2. Of the 710 patients
starting this therapy, 278 patients (39.2%)

Fig. 1 Description of drug treatments for all multiple
sclerosis (MS)-prevalent patients and the respective MS
subtype groups in 2015. The percentage of patients who
received different MS agents (at least one prescription in
2015) and the prescribed defined daily dosage (DDD) per
person year based on patients who received at least one
prescription of a respective agent are shown. The disease-

modifying immunomodulatory agents alemtuzumab,
mitoxantrone, ofatumumab, and rituximab were not
included in this figure due to the low number of patients
receiving each drug. Specific numbers referring to this
figure are available in ESM file 3. CIS clinically isolated
syndrome, RRMS relapsing–remitting MS, PPMS primary
progressive MS, SPMS secondary progressive MS
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received a second agent, and 41 (5.8%) received
a third agent. Consequently, if a change of
therapy was observed, most of the patients
switched to the new agent instead of adding the
new agent to the current therapy. Of those
receiving a second agent, the minority (14 of
278 patients, 5.0%) received this agent as an
add-on drug (after the first prescription for the
second agent, another prescription for the first
agent was documented).

Persistence to the index treatment for all
1750 treatment-naı̈ve MS-incident patients who
started a disease-modifying immunomodula-
tory treatment and for the patient subgroups
receiving the most frequently prescribed agents
is shown in Fig. 3. In general, no major

differences in persistence between these agents
were observed. Of all patients, 62.9% continued
their disease-modifying immunomodulatory
therapy for the first year; after 2 and 3 years of
observation, the respective persistence was 44.2
and 28.9%.

HCRU and Direct/Indirect Healthcare
Costs

In 2015, based on the total MS-prevalent pop-
ulation and calculated using observed PYs,
patients visited a GP a mean of 8.7 times, saw a
neurologist a mean of 1.4 times, received a
mean of 2.6 prescriptions of a disease-

Fig. 2 Treatment cascade of MS-incident patients who
started interferon beta-1a therapy. The treatment cascade
is shown for treatment-naı̈ve MS-incident patients who
started their first therapy with interferon beta-1a, the most
commonly prescribed first-line agent (note: treatment
cascades for less common first-line agents are presented in
ESM file 4), between 01 January 2012 and 31 December

2013 without prior prescription of an MS treatment
(minimum pre-index period of 12 months). An agent was
classified as ‘‘add-on’’ if there was at least one prescription
for the previous agent after the prescription of the second-
line agent. Third-line agents were not further stratified by
agent due to low patient numbers
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modifying immunomodulatory agent and a
mean of 0.4 prescriptions of glucocorticoid MS
flare-up treatments, experienced a mean of 0.5
acute hospitalizations with a mean length of
3.7 days, and missed, on average, 7.1 working
days due to MS. Respective numbers for MS
subtypes are shown in Table 3. The mean
number of GP/neurologist visits per PY was
similar among MS subtypes and ranged from 6.5
to 10.4 visits to a GP and from 1.2 to 2.0 visits to
a neurologist. CIS patients had a higher hospi-
talization risk with a substantially longer hos-
pitalization duration than MS patients with the
other MS subypes (mean of 1.8 visits per PY,
mean duration 11.5 days; see Table 3). The
mean number of missed working days due to
MS was the highest among patients with RRMS
or CIS patients (10.6–11.3 days per PY), com-
pared to those with PPMS or SPMS (3.1–3.6 days
per PY).

The overall observed direct MS-associated
treatment costs, including medicinal/non-
medicinal treatment for pre-selected MS symp-
toms, are shown in Fig. 4. Overall, mean MS-
associated healthcare costs per observed PY were
€ 15,249 for the overall sample, which is more
than fivefold the mean sum of healthcare costs
per insured person in Germany.3 Medication
costs constituted 57.5% of this total. The high-
est costs were observed for RRMS patients
(€18,866), with medication expenses being the
main driver (€ 13,330; 70.1%), whereas the
lowest expenditure was observed for CIS
patients (€ 10,553), with the difference mainly
driven by lower medication costs (€ 7073;
67.0%). Compared to the costs of the disease-
modifying therapy, the expenses related to the
medication used for the alleviation of

Fig. 3 Persistence to MS index treatment in treatment-
naı̈ve MS-incident patients. Kaplan–Meier curves of the
percentage of patients without changes in treatment or
non-persistence for the five most commonly prescribed

immunomodulatory agents are shown. Censored events
include death and end of observational period. Uncensored
events are specified as agent changes, the addition of
another agent, or a drug availability gap of[ 90 days

3 Mean healthcare cost per insured person: 2,856.67 €;
Source: AOK Report ‘‘Zahlen und Fakten 2017’’ GKV-
Leistungsausgaben je Versicherten.
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symptoms were negligible (ESM files 5–8 pro-
vide details on medication costs and on specific
costs associated with other treatments of MS
symptoms).

In addition, indirect costs due to days absent
from work were assessed and found to amount
to € 1183 for the overall sample, ranging across
all samples from € 562 (PPMS) to € 1874 (CIS).

DISCUSSION

Study Objectives and Main Results

The aim of our study was to assess real-world
treatment and associated HCRU and costs gen-
erated by German MS patients by MS subtype
using using data compiled in German health-
care claims dataset. To our knowledge, this is
the first study of its kind. An additional aim was

Table 3 Healthcare resource use by multiple sclerosis-prevalent patients in 2015

Healthcare resource use MS-prevalent
patients

CIS
patients

RRMS
patients

PPMS
patients

SPMS
patients

N 13,133 1398 5498 2247 2042

Mean number of GP visitsa per PY (median | SD) 8.7 (8.2 | 5.4) 6.5 (4.8 |

11.4)

9.6 (9.0 |

5.3)

9.6 (9.0 |

5.1)

10.4 (10.0

| 5.0)

Mean number of neurologist visits per PY (median |

SD)

1.4 (0.0 | 1.9) 1.2 (0.0 |

4.5)

2.0 (2.0 |

2.1)

1.3 (0.0 |

1.9)

1.5 (0.0 |

2.0)

Mean number of hospitalizations per PY (median | SD) 0.5 (0.0 | 3.0) 1.8 (0.0 |

7.6)

0.6 (0.0 |

6.1)

0.5 (0.0 |

2.0)

0.6 (0.0 |

1.4)

Mean duration of hospitalizations per PY, days

(median | SD)

3.7 (0.0 | 19.9) 11.5 (0.0 |

48.6)

3.8 (0.0 |

33.0)

4.8 (0.0 |

15.2)

6.5 (0.0 |

21.3)

Number of patients receiving an immunomodulatory

agent (%)

6020 (45.8%) 536

(38.3%)

3826

(69.6%)

504

(22.4%)

693

(33.9%)

Mean number of prescriptions of an

immunomodulatory agent per PY (median | SD)

2.6 (0.0 | 3.6) 2.6 (0.0 |

3.8)

4.0 (4.0 |

3.8)

1.3 (0.0 |

2.9)

1.9 (0.0 |

3.2)

Number of patients receiving a flare-up treatment (%) 2488 (18.9%) 203

(14.5%)

1093

(19.9%)

415

(18.5%)

439

(21.5%)

Number of patients receiving at least two flare-up

treatments (%)

1175 (9.0%) 81 (5.8%) 460

(8.4%)

226

(10.1%)

246

(12.0%)

Mean number of prescriptions of a flare-up treatment

agent per PY (median | SD)

0.4 (0.0 | 1.4) 0.4 (0.0 |

1.6)

0.4 (0.0 |

1.2)

0.5 (0.0 |

1.6)

0.6 (0.0 |

1.5)

Mean number of days absent from work due to MS per

PY (median | SD)

7.1 (0.0 | 32.5) 11.3 (0.0 |

43.0)

10.6 (0.0 |

39.3)

3.1 (0.0 |

20.3)

3.6 (0.0 |

22.3)

Mean number of inpatient rehabilitations per patient

year (median | SD)

0.3 (0.0 | 1.3) 0.8 (0.0 |

3.9)

0.4 (0.0 |

5.4)

0.4 (0.0 |

1.3)

0.5 (0.0 |

1.2)

Mean duration of inpatient rehabilitation per patient

year, days (median | SD)

3.3 (0.0 | 17.3) 5.6 (0.0 |

25.0)

3.1 (0.0 |

31.0)

5.2 (0.0 |

24.5)

7.3 (0.0 |

25.4)

This table shows the healthcare resource use of observed MS-prevalent patients in 2015, per observed PY
a MS-related GP visits
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to describe observable disease-modifying
immunomodulatory treatment cascades related
to treatment-naı̈ve MS-incident patients. Our
results may provide important information for
both the assessment of the real-world treatment
of MS patients as well as for future health-eco-
nomic models, which typically do not deal with
a general MS population but with an MS sub-
type [27]. The main strength of our analysis is
the real-world nature of the dataset; there is no
selection bias present in this dataset and, con-
sequently, our study results have a very high
generalizability. The coverage of all healthcare
sectors, including days absent from work, the
detailed nature of our healthcare cost reporting,
and the reporting of costs associated with MS
treatment only instead of reporting all-cause
cost/HCRU as reported by physicians or
patients, is also unique.

A total of 13,133 MS patients were observed
in our study, with the majority of these identi-
fied as having RRMS (41.9%) or PPMS (17.1%),
which is in line with previously reported
prevalence rates of MS subtypes [28]. The dif-
ferent gender ratio and age of PPMS patients
compared to those of patients with the other
MS subtypes are also in line with existing

evidence [29–31]. In our study, the proportion
of females was considerably lower among
patients with PPMS versus the other MS sub-
types, and mean patient age was higher.

Our data showed that about 38.3% of
patients with CIS, 69.6% with RRMS, 33.9%
with SPMS, and 22.4% with PPMS received dis-
ease-modifying immunomodulatory drugs,
with interferon beta-1 being the most fre-
quently prescribed treatment. Based on our
overall sample of MS patients, 45.8% of patients
received a disease-modifying immunomodula-
tory agent, which is in line with other German
(healthcare research) studies (range 37.6–49%
[4, 12]). A recent US study reported that 73.5%
of RRMS patients and 50.0% of SPMS patients
receive disease-modifying treatments, which is
slightly higher than the values in our analysis
[32].

The high percentage of RRMS patients
receiving disease-modifying immunomodula-
tory agents, as compared to patients with CIS,
SPMS and PPMS, respectively, was expected,
and is in line with guideline recommendations.
However, we observed a substantial percentage
of patients with PPMS also receiving disease-
modifying immunomodulatory therapy. As all

15,249 €

10,553 €

18,866 €

13,897 €

16,945 €

0 €

2,000 €

4,000 €

6,000 €

8,000 €

10,000 €

12,000 €

14,000 €

16,000 €

18,000 €

20,000 €

Base sample CIS RRMS PPMS SPMS

Medication costs: Medication costs:

Medication costs: Outpatient costs

Costs of aids Inpatient costs (hospitalizations and inpatient rehabilitation)

Fig. 4 Total healthcare cost of MS-prevalent patients per
person year (PY) in 2015. MS-associated healthcare costs
are shown per observed PY for MS-prevalent patients,

stratified by MS subtype, and separately for different
healthcare components. Further details are available in
ESM files 5 and 6
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currently available agents have been shown to
be ineffective in this patient group, this obser-
vation either indicates diagnosis documenta-
tion errors by treating physicians or a deviation
from guideline recommendations. As we only
used neurologist or hospital diagnoses for the
assignment of patients to a MS subgroup and
based on current knowledge that such diag-
noses are very reliable, we interpret our data as
showing the latter. In support of this reasoning,
we assumed that a patient had suffered from
PPMS from the first observed MS diagnosis
onwards (regardless of the subtypes/any MS
diagnosis) whenever PPMS was subsequently
diagnosed. However, in a post hoc analysis we
examined treatment patterns only for periods
after the date of the first PPMS diagnosis for
these patients and observed very similar treat-
ment patterns.

Our analysis of treatment cascades in MS-
incident treatment-naı̈ve patients showed that
only 1750 of 8026 patients (21.8%) received a
disease-modifying treatment after the first MS
diagnosis during the observational period, even
though guidelines recommend an early start of
this therapy [2, 5, 6]. Of these 1750 patients,
about one-third moved on to a second-agent
therapy, which is in line with the expected rates
of treatment failure [33].

Our data also showed that within 1 year of
the initial diagnosis, 14.5% of patients with CIS,
19.9% of those with RRMS, 21.5% of those with
SPMS, and 18.5% of those with PPMS received
at least one prescription of glucocorticoids as a
treatment for flare-ups (see ESM file 3; respective
number for at least two prescriptions: 5.8% of
CIS patients, 8.4% of RRMS patients, 12.0% of
SPMS patients, and 10.1% of PPMS patients).
These values reveal the high importance of MS
flare-up treatment and the substantial flare-up
frequency in these patients, even though we
expected a lower percentage of both in PPMS
patients. Overall, 18.9% of our overall MS
sample patients received a flare-up treatment,
which is slightly lower than previously reported
(23.4% [12]).

A substantial number of our patients
received a treatment for their symptoms, of
which the most important were spasms,
depression, and pain, with [ 30% of patients

receiving a treatment. The most commonly
prescribed non-medicinal treatments were
endurance workouts and physiotherapy (see
ESM file 4). To our knowledge, our study is the
first to report data on this aspect of MS
treatment.

MS-associated overall costs, including indi-
rect costs due to missed working days, were
estimated to be € 16,433 per PY, ranging from €
12,427 (CIS patients) to € 20,583 (RRMS
patients). MS-associated medication expenses
were the main driver of these costs. These costs
are lower than those previously reported for
Germany (€ 28,200 for Expanded Disability Sta-
tus Scale [EDSS] stage 0–3; €44,000 for EDSS stage
4–6.5; € 62,700 for EDSS stage 7–9 [21]), Sweden
(the average difference in cost of illness between
MS patients and matched controls was SEK
225,923 [about €20,800] in 2012 [34]), and Spain
(€ 24,272 [35]) and higher than those reported
for France (€ 12,296 in 2014 [36]). One possible
explanation for the higher costs in some of these
earlier studies might be a selection bias in those
studies based on data derived from patient
interviews [35, 37]. These patients might have
received an above-average treatment with more
expensive drugs. Moreover, in the earlier Ger-
man study, patients were interviewed on HCRU
and treatment but no differentiation was made
between MS-associated versus all-cause HCRU
[37]. In our study, we limited our reporting of
cost to MS-associated items; for example, days
absent from work were included only in the case
of an associated MS diagnosis. The French study
assessed only direct costs, which consequently
resulted in a reporting of lower amounts com-
pared to our study [36].

Our data showed that CIS and RRMS patients
were absent from work for more days than SPMS
and PPMS patients. Our interpretation of this
finding is that it is mainly explained by the
higher age of SPMS/PPMS patients and by an
associated lower percentage of patients still
working. The number of patients not actively
working due to their MS could not be calcu-
lated; therefore, the mean number of days
absent from work is potentially underestimated.

Our separate analysis of treatment persis-
tence for patients beginning a disease-modify-
ing immunomodulatory treatment showed that
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about 37% of patients discontinued or switched
their treatment after 12 months, with 56%
having discontinued/switched their index
treatment after 24 months. The treatment cas-
cade analysis proved that prescribing an add-on
therapy is very uncommon if a second or third
agent is prescribed. Our reported non-persis-
tence numbers are generally in line with those
reported in previous studies. In a German
claims data analysis, overall persistence was
44.2% at the end of the 24-month observation
period [33], and in a US study, 12-month dis-
continuation rates relating to different agents
were reported to be 27.9–43.7% [38]. Clearly, a
substantial percentage of observed patients dis-
continued their therapy early. As there might be
varying agent-, disease- or patient-associated
reasons for this, further research is needed to
explore the aspects related to an early discon-
tinuation of therapy. Another important aspect
of undertreatment is late treatment initiation,
but that was not the subject of this investiga-
tion. Reasons for delayed therapy and appro-
priate countermeasures are various and have
been well discussed [39, 40]. We were unable to
find any analyses of the extent of delayed
therapy, indicating that further research is
needed in this area.

Limitations

There is a number of limitations to our analysis.
Firstly, the assessment of MS subtypes in our
study was based on documented confirmed spe-
cialist/hospital diagnoses. Nevertheless, both a
substantial number of patients with an unspeci-
fied MS type and our unexpected results with
respect to the drug treatment of PPMS patients
show that a specific uncertainty around MS sub-
type diagnoses might exist. Secondly, due to
nature of the analyzed data, we could not differ-
entiate between different stages of MS disease
severity. Thirdly, due to longitudinal limitations
of our dataset at the time of analysis, we were
only able to observe a maximum of 48 months
after the first prescription of an MS treatment
agent in therapy-naı̈ve MS-incident patients.
Further research is needed to describe longer-
term persistence to MS therapy. Fourthly, in our

NP analysis, we defined NP as a treatment gap
being[ 90 days or a change to another therapy.
While the 90-day threshold is widely used in
general persistence literature, validation in the
clinical setting has been rare to date. In terms of
costs, the scope of measuring indirect costs was
restricted to estimating costs associated with
days absent from work. Although we recognize
that there are other indirect cost components,
such as caregiver costs, we were bounded by data
availability on these aspects. Additionally, it
needs to be noted that a bottom–up approach
could have potentially provided more accurate
cost estimates than the top–down approach used
in our analysis. However, claims data are a com-
prehensive and reliable basis that have become
an important data source for health economic
evaluations [41, 42]. Furthermore, we only ana-
lyzed filled prescriptions in our database. We may
have underestimated the percentage of patients
who received respective prescriptions because
specific patients may not have had their pre-
scriptions filled. Moreover, we included some
agents (i.e., azathioprine, rituximab) that are not
approved for the treatment of MS but which are
supposed to be used off-label; however, it is pos-
sible that these agents were used to treat of
comorbidities rather than MS. Finally, some
symptomatic treatment drugs (e.g. treatment for
sexual dysfunction) are not covered by German
statutory healthcare insurance.

CONCLUSIONS
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Multiple sclerosis is associated with substantial
HCRU and costs. Among MS subtypes, patients
with RRMS more often receive a disease-modify-
ing immunomodulatory treatment than do
patients with other MS subtypes. Consequently,
healthcare costs are highest for the treatment of
this MS subtype, even when RRMS patients are
younger than those with PPMS and SPMS. About
20% of MS patients receive glucocorticoid flare-
up treatment in the course of 1 year. In contra-
diction to treatment guidelines, we observed that
a substantial percentage of patients with CIS,
RRMS, or SPMS did not receive any disease-
modifying immunomodulatory treatment,
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whereas more than 20% of PPMS patients did
receive such a treatment.
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